
MATH RESOURCES 
 

ALGEBRA          
Brightstorm 

https://www.brightstorm.com/math/trigonometry/ 

Khan Academy & GEOMETRY 

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/geometry-home 

FREE ONLINE COURSES. This site has every imaginable concept covered on YouTube! 

Click on the Math topic button to locate the concept desired. 

Hippocampus 

https://hippocampus.org/Algebra%20&%20Geometry 

 

Purplemath 

D:\spring 2023\Links for website 

This free site has notes and videos on performing many algebra techniques. 

"Purple Math's algebra lessons are informal in their tone and are written with the struggling student in mind. 

Don't worry about overly-professorial or confusing language! The free lessons on this math website emphasize 

the practicalities rather than the technicalities, demonstrating dependably helpful techniques, warning of likely 

"trick" test questions, and pointing out common student mistakes. (Purplemath.)" 

Free Math Help - Lessons, games, homework help, and … 
https://www.freemathhelp.com 

WebApr 2, 2023 · Find helpful math lessons, games, calculators, and more. Get math help in 

algebra, geometry, trig, calculus, or something else. Plus sports, money, and weather math  

 

Free Math Help - Lessons, games, homework help, and more - Free Math Help 
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Eglish Resources 
https://owl.purdue.edu/ 

 

The online writing lab offers global support through online reference materials and services for 

creating citations, cover letters, major-specific writing help, and general writing advice. 

APA Guide MLA Guide Avoiding Plagiarism Resume Guide 

 

Grammarly 

Grammarly for Instant Help With English Writing, Spelling, and Punctuation. Grammarly Helps 

You Write Your Best. See Immediate Results. Try Now! 

https://wwwhttps://www.grammarly.com 

easy bib 

https://www.easybib.com/guides/citation-guides/apa-format/apa-citation/ 

Grammer Mechanics 

This website is a free online classroom that teaches English grammar. 

https://englishgrammarhelp.com/about.html 

BibMe: 

FREE Bibliography & Citations 

Maker MLA, APA, Chicago, and Harvard  

https://www.bibme.org/ 

Zotero 
 

Zotero is a free and easy-to-use site that offers tools to aid students in collecting, organizing, 

citing, and sharing their research.  
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HIPPOCAMPUS 

https://hippocampus.org/HippoCampus/English 

 

NC live 

https://www.nclive.org/ 

 

https://www.onlinecollege.net/for-students/academic-writing-guide/ 

 

https://writingprocess.mit.edu/process/step-1-generate-ideas  

 

 

This site walks the student through the writing process, from generating an idea to editing. 
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